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Introduction

• significant fraction of the the whole work needs to be performed in one go 
on the device due to the high cost of transferring data between CPU and 
GPU
• AdePT is targeting the simulation of the entire calorimeter shower on the GPU
• using GPU for any ‘smaller bits’ of the whole simulation (like specific processes, or 

tracks) is very unlikely to bring any benefits (or rather the opposite)

• the communication (Geant4 <> external library) should be reduced to 
minimum and grouped as much as possible
• minimizing synchronization constraints 

• we want to profit from massive parallelism by transforming the calorimeter 
shower simulation, in a normal Geant4 CPU workflow, in a "hotspot" 
handled by the GPU
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Prototype integration strategy
• region-based approach for delegating simulation to an 

external transport
• particle killed on the Geant4 side and passed to the other 

transport engine
• energy depositions and ‘outgoing’ (from that region) particles 

returned
• this follows ‘fast-simulation’ approach in Geant4
• allows to use (most of the) existing fast-simulation hooks
• easy integration with the physics list
• ability to switch between full Geant4 and Geant4 + AdePT at 

runtime (from macro file)
• one difference:
• we want to be able to group particles to process them 

together 3



AdePT as fast simulation process (1/2)

• uses all the existing infrastructure of Fast Simulation Physics

• registered and activated in the standard way
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fShowerModel = new AdePTModel(”AdePT", calorimeterRegion);
fShowerModel->Initialize();

region where you 
want to use AdePT

FTFP_BERT* physicsList – new FTFP_BERT;
auto fastSimulationPhysics = new G4FastSimulationPhysics();
fastSimulationPhysics->ActivateFastSimulation("e-");
fastSimulationPhysics->ActivateFastSimulation("e+");
fastSimulationPhysics->ActivateFastSimulation("gamma");
physicsList->RegisterPhysics(fastSimulationPhysics);

your standard physics 
list

particles for which you 
activate AdePT



AdePT as fast simulation process (2/2)

• interfacing done in the usual way through G4VFastSimulationModel 
interface
• class AdePTModel : public G4VFastSimulationModel implements following 

methods
• IsApplicable, ModelTrigger – standard functionality
• Initialize – instantiates AdePT engine per thread
• DoIt – passes particles from Geant4 to AdePT by calling fAdept->AddTrack method

• see next slide
• Flush – ‘flushes’ the AdePT buffer before the end of the Geant4 event

• see following slide
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DoIt method
• calls AddTrack(...) method of AdePT
• AdePT puts the track on the buffer 

and checks its size with respect some 
(adjustable) threshold
Øif size below the threshold, just add to 

the buffer and go back
Øif threshold is reached

• AdePT::Shower method is called
1. calls AdePT::ShowerGPU method (CUDA)

• transports the contents of the buffer 
through the calorimeter geometry 
on GPU

2. loops through the buffer of produced 
particles (outgoing from the 
calorimeter), creates corresponding 
Geant4 tracks and puts them on the 
Geant4 stack

3. loops through the produced energy 
depositions per volume and converts 
them to Geant4 hits
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void AdePTModel::DoIt(const G4FastTrack, G4FastStep)
{
...
fAdept->AddTrack(pdg, energy, particlePosition,  particleDirection);

}

void AdePT::AddTrack(...)
{
fBuffer.toDevice.emplace_back(...);

if(fBuffer.toDevice.size() >= kBufferThreshold) Shower(); 
}

void AdePT::Shower(int event)
{
// run the shower simulation on GPU
AdePT::ShowerGPU(event, fBuffer);

// get secondaries and put them on Geant4 stack
for(auto track:fBuffer.fromDevice) {...}

// get energy deposition per sensitive volume and create G4 hits
...
}



Flush method

• new with respect to the original implementation
• as discussed on previous slide, simulation of particles on GPU is triggered 

by the buffer occupancy reaching some threshold
• but when Geant4 stack is empty, we need to run the GPU simulation for remaining 

particles in AdePT buffer (below threshold) before closing the event
• AdePT simulation may produce secondaries that will be put back on the Geant4 stack

• none of the existing (user) methods can play this role

• new call needed in Event Manager
• happening when there are no more particles on Geant4 stack, but before event is 

finished
• need to dispatch the call to all fast simulation models 

• done through G4GlobalFastSimulationManager 7
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original part

added code in event manager



G4EventManager.cc

do
{ 
G4VTrajectory* previousTrajectory;

while( (track=trackContainer->PopNextTrack(&previousTrajectory)) != nullptr )
{ 

...
}

G4GlobalFastSimulationManager::GetGlobalFastSimulationManager()->Flush();

} while (trackContainer->GetNUrgentTrack() > 0);

added lines
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Scoring 
• sensitive volumes marked on GPU with a flag while 

initializing geometry
• list of sensitive volumes provided in Geant4 macro file 

or read from GDML auxiliary information (not fully 
implemented yet)

• energy deposition per volume (per event) recorded 
by AdePT in sensitive volumes
• other types of ‘hits’ can be implement by user 

• array of energy depositions per volume is transfered 
to the host once the AdePT ‘shower’ finished
• indices of volumes on GPU mapped to the Geant4 ones

• SensitiveDetector::ProcessHit method (overloaded) 
called to translate this array of energy deposition 
into Geant4 hits
• the output looks the same regardless running full 

Geant4 or Geant4 + AdePT
• can be then processed/analysed in the same way
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GDML (currently 
macro) with 

sensitive volume 
information

Geant4 application

Geant4 hits

AdePT



‘Outgoing’ particles

• if a particle leaves AdePT region (or can’t be handled by AdePT 
physics) it is put in the ‘from device’ buffer
• after AdePT shower has finished, ‘from device’ buffer is transformed

in Geant4 tracks and put on the Geant4 stack
• Geant4 continues the event loop to process those particles

• to guarantee reproducibility (also in MT) particles ‘from device’ are sorted according to 
some unique key

• event finishes when no more particles are in the AdePT buffer (‘to 
device’) and Geant4 stacks are empty
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Example and validation

• Full CMS geometry
• AdePT can be switched on/off (at

runtime) for EM calorimeter
• simulation can be run with particle

gun or any HepMC3 event file
• energy is collected (sumed per event)

in ‘sensitive’ volumes (list of names in 
the macro file)
• regardless if we run with/without AdePT, 

Geant4 hits are created as output
• results showing correct behaviour 

compared to Geant4
• hunting last, non-obvious bugs to get 

perfect agreement
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Conclusion

• for GPU-based transport to be in any way beneficial, simulation of 
entire detector regions need to be delegated to it
• this is very similar to the idea ‘fast simulation’ plugins in Geant4
• existing fast simulation hooks provide ‘ready to use’ functionality
• allow very nice integration and ability to switch AdePT ‘module’ on/off at run 

time

• implemented example demonstrating this approach on full CMS (or 
LHCb) geometry with AdePT switched on for EM calorimeter
• ability to run with arbitrary HepMC3 events
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Final note

• important to remember that with ‘fast simulation per region’ 
approach we speed up only parts of the event simulation that happen 
in those regions
• if EM calorimeter was taking 30% of the overall simulation, we can only hope 

to reduce this 30% of the overall CPU time
• this approach can be beneficial only in the cases where ‘fast 

simulation’ calorimeter models have proven to be useful
• using AdePT would allow replace them with ‘fast full GPU simulation’

• to obtain (if possible at all) larger speedups one would need to find 
new workflows allowing to use massive GPU parallelism in the entire 
detector (and most likely over multiple events)
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Backup
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G4GlobalFastSimulation Manager and 
G4FastSimulationManger

void G4GlobalFastSimulationManager::Flush()
{
// loop over all model managers and flush

for (size_t ifsm=0; ifsm<ManagedManagers.size(); ifsm++)
ManagedManagers[ifsm]->FlushModels();

}

void G4FastSimulationManager::FlushModels()
{
for (size_t iModel=0; iModel<ModelList.size(); iModel++) 
ModelList[iModel]->Flush();

}
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G4VFastSimulationModel

class G4VFastSimulationModel 
{
...
public:
virtual void Flush(){}

}

void AdePTModel::Flush()
{

fAdept->Shower();
}

concrete implementation:
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added this virtual function 
(empty by default)

triggers the shower 
(shortcutting the DoIt method) 
on what is left in the buffer 
(below threshold)


